
1. Introduction
Vertical total electron content (VTEC) is one of the main parameters for describing the ionosphere. Due to its 
importance, a high international effort has been made during the most recent decades to enable the availability 
of VTEC by means of the so-called global ionospheric maps (GIM). Since 1998, several Ionosphere Associated 
Analysis Centers (IAACs) of the International GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite Systems) Service (IGS) have 
been working on methods to compute and openly provide GIMs (Hernández-Pajares et al., 2009). Currently, the 
IAACs that have provided GIMs are the Center for Orbit Determination in Europe (CODE), European Space 
Agency (ESA), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC), Wuhan University 
(WHU), Chinese Academy of Science (CAS), Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) and, more recently, Opera-
tional Tool for Ionospheric Mapping And Prediction/Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut- Technische 
Universität München (OPTIMAP/DGFI-TUM) (Erdogan et al., 2017; Feltens & Schaer, 1998; Goss et al., 2019; 
Roma-Dollase et al., 2018).

Although VTEC estimation methods are, in general, based on GNSS observations, the quality of each product 
is variable, depending on the processing models, assumptions on the vertical distribution of the electron content 
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(e.g., fixed effective height or not), need for pseudorange measurements, errors of the differential code bias 
(DCB), interpolation approach, and other specifications and strategies (Roma-Dollase et al., 2018). GIMs are 
typically provided with the IONosphere EXchange (IONEX) format, which comprises snapshot maps of VTEC 
values given on regular grids with 2.5° × 5° resolution (latitude and longitude, respectively) and with a typical 
temporal sampling of 2 hours (Schaer et al., 1998). Currently, there are products with temporal samplings of 
1 hour, 15 and 10 min (Erdogan et al., 2017; Hernandez-Pajares et al., 2017).

In addition to global products, regional ionospheric maps (RIMs) are developed and provided by distinct national 
centers and institutes. In addition to the different strategies for the computation of these maps, RIM products have 
been made available with different spatial and temporal resolutions, as well as with different areas of coverage. 
Considering the challenging Brazilian region, which is located at low latitudes and is strongly affected by both 
peaks of the equatorial anomaly and associated ionospheric activity, there are RIMs available from centers such 
as the Brazilian National Institute for Space Research (INPE—Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais) and 
Universidad Nacional de La Plata (UNLP). These regional ionospheric maps have been used in several appli-
cations, such as for the development of ionospheric disturbance indexes (Denardini et  al.,  2020), analysis of 
the nighttime winter anomaly over the equatorial ionospheric anomaly (Meza et al., 2012; Romero-Hernandez 
et al., 2020), and monitoring of equatorial plasma bubbles (Takahashi et al., 2015).

To demonstrate the capabilities of GIMs and RIMs, their assessment can be performed in different ways, for 
instance, with complementary sources of reference data, such as VTEC obtained with altimeters and STEC 
(slant TEC) from independent stations (Erdogan et al., 2020; Hernández-Pajares et al., 2017; Ho et al., 1997; 
Roma-Dollase et al., 2018); comparisons with different GIMs (Goss et al., 2019; Orús et al., 2005); comparison 
with other models, such as the International Reference Ionosphere (Meza et al., 2002); comparison with meas-
urements gathered from vessels (Luo et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2019); analysis of DCB stability (Rovira-Garcia 
et al., 2016); and comparison with ionosonde data (Jerez et al., 2020; Prol et al., 2018). The GNSS precise point 
positioning with single-frequency data is also highlighted by Rovira-Garcia et  al.  (2020) as another strategy 
to evaluate ionospheric models. A few studies have applied this approach to verify the quality of GIMs (Jerez 
et al., 2022; Nie et al., 2022; Orús, 2017; Rovira-Garcia et al., 2020) and RIMs (Prol et al., 2018; Tomaszewski 
et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020). However, there is still room to understand how regional maps can be compared 
to global maps in direct quantitative assessments.

This work aims to assess the performance of ionospheric maps by a direct comparison of seven global and 
regional solutions using two strategies: by means of ionosonde data and GNSS positioning. The study considers 
1-week data from 2017, corresponding to a geomagnetic storm, over the Brazilian region. In Section 2, the main 
features of the global and regional products used are presented. Section 3 presents the assessment methods and 
data set. Sections 4 and 5 present the results using ionosonde data and GNSS positioning, respectively. Finally, 
Section 6 shows the impact of geomagnetic storms on the VTEC values and positioning error. Section 7 presents 
the summary and conclusions.

2. Global and Regional Ionospheric Maps
In this study, four global maps are assessed: CODG, UQRG, OTHG, and OTLG. CODG, provided by CODE, 
is based on VTEC spherical harmonics expansion (Schaer, 1999). Currently, this product has a time resolution 
of 1 hour, but it was of 2 hours until 2014 (day of the year 291). UQRG is the UPC quarter-of-an-hour time 
resolution Rapid GIM based on a two-layer voxel tomographic model solved with GNSS carrier phase data 
only and VTEC interpolated with the kriging technique with a time resolution of 15 min (Hernández-Pajares 
et al., 1999). More information about GIMs can be found in CDDIS (2022), Roma-Dollase et al. (2018), and 
Hernández-Pajares et al. (2009, 2017). The OTHG product is a high-resolution global map based on polynomial 
(level 5 for geomagnetic Sun-fixed latitude) and trigonometric (level 3 for geomagnetic Sun-fixed longitude) 
B-spline expansion. This product is provided with a time resolution of 10 min. In opposite, the difference with 
the OTLG product is using polynomial B-splines of level 4 for latitude and trigonometric B-splines of level 3 
for geomagnetic Sun-fixed longitude. More information on the OTHG and OTLG products can be found in Goss 
et al. (2019), Goss, Hernández-Pajares, et al. (2020), and Erdogan (2017, 2020).

Regional maps are provided with very different spatial and temporal resolutions, depending on the center respon-
sible for their development. Among the maps currently available for the Brazilian region, we can find the INPE 
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and SIRGAS (Sistema de Referencia Geocéntrico para las Américas) prod-
ucts. The INPE RIMs have been developed in the context of the EMBRACE 
program (Brazilian Special Climate Study and Monitoring) since 2013. The 
maps are estimated using a double-frequency GNSS carrier phase and pseu-
dorange and have a spatial resolution of 2° × 2.5° in latitude and longitude 
and a time resolution of 10 min. The coverage area of the maps is from −60° 
to 20° (in latitude) and from −90° to −30° (in longitude). More details of the 
INPE VTEC maps can be found in Takahashi et al. (2016).

SIRGAS ionospheric maps, called SIRGAS-UNLP, were developed by 
Universidad Nacional de La Plata (UNLP), which is the SIRGAS official 
ionospheric analysis center. The maps generated have a spatial resolution of 
1° × 1° (latitude and longitude) and a time resolution of 1 hour. The La Plata 
Ionospheric Model (LPIM) (Brunini et al., 2010; SIRGAS, 2021) is applied 
to compute these maps. The area of coverage of the maps is from −55° to 15° 
(in latitude) and from −85° to −30° (in longitude). More information about 
the UNLP maps can be found in Brunini et al. (2010). The SIRGAS maps 
were not used in this research because the period of data available on the 
official website is limited before 2013.

Through a partnership with DGFI-TUM, we applied the methodology 
based on tensor products of polynomial B-splines for the generation of 
high-resolution regional maps (level 3 in both geographic Sun-fixed longi-
tude and latitude) for the Brazilian region. These products, denoted OTHR, 
have a spatial resolution of 1° × 1° in latitude and longitude and a time reso-
lution of 10 min. The area of coverage of the maps is from −30° to 5° (in 
latitude) and from −70° to −35° (in longitude). More details on the method-
ologies applied in the DGFI-TUM regional products can be found in Goss, 
Hernández-Pajares, et al. (2020), Goss, Schmidt, et al. (2020).

The hybrid ionospheric maps used in this study are not official products of 
any center. During the development of the experiment that will be presented 
in Section 5, a nontypical behavior was observed. Some regional products 
with good performance in the evaluation using ionospheric data had their 
performance degraded significantly when applied for GNSS positioning. The 
cause of this behavior is that the positioning software used null values at 
locations outside the coverage area of the regional maps. These null values 
have an even more relevant impact in stations near the edge regions of the 
maps. Figure 1 presents a plot of the INPE, OTHR, and OTRG maps for day 
246 of 2017 at 00 hr UT and the locations of the GNSS stations selected for 
the positioning assessment.

To overcome this issue, the global and regional maps generated at the DGFI-
TUM have been combined into a new product. More specifically, the VTEC 
values from the regional maps (i.e., from OTHR) are kept within the region, 
while the remaining grid values outside of the area are filled with the values 
from OTHG. For the merging process, the OTHG product is given with the 
same resolution (spatial and temporal) as the OTHR (spatial resolution of 
1° × 1°, latitude and longitude, and temporal resolution of 10 min). For the 
computation of OTRG, the VTEC values are used directly from the grids 
of the other two products, that is, no smoothing or filtering techniques are 
applied. Figure 2 illustrates the data source of the newly generated combined 
product denoted as OTRG. Figure 1c presents a plot of OTRG for the corre-
sponding region of the INPE product for day 246 of 2017 at 00 hr UT.

Figure 1. INPE (a), OTHR (b) and OTRG (c) maps for day 246 of 2017 at 
00 hr UT, with the location of the GNSS stations selected for the positioning 
assessment.
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3. Method and Data Set
In this study, the assessment of global and regional ionospheric maps is 
performed using two approaches: ionosonde data and GNSS positioning. 
For the first approach, data from three ionosondes (digisondes from Lowell 
Digisonde International) of INPE are used: SAA0K in São Luiz-MA (2.5 S, 
44.3 W; 0.8 S magnetic latitude), FZA0M in Fortaleza-CE (3.8 S, 38.5 W; 
5.5  S magnetic latitude) and CAJ2M in Cachoeira Paulista-SP (22.7  S, 
45.0 W; 16.4 S magnetic latitude). Figure 3 presents the locations of the iono-
sondes and GNSS stations in the Brazilian region; the red curve represents the 
geomagnetic equator. Data from those ionosondes were obtained at the Space 
Weather Data Share from EMBRACE/INPE Program (EMBRACE, 2021). 
In this study, only manually scaled foF2 data were used, with a time reso-
lution of 10  min Table  1 shows the pairs of ionosondes formed and their 
corresponding distances.

The assessment by means of ionosonde data is performed based on the method presented in Jerez et al. (2020). In 
the proposed approach, the three ionosondes available are divided into three pairs, and then the foF2 values of one 
ionosonde from each of the pairs formed are interpolated to the position of the other ionosonde. The interpolation 
is conducted assuming that the variability of VTEC (from ionospheric maps) between the two regions is similar 
to the foF2 variability. For the interpolation, Equation 1 is used:

foF2
′

iono1
= foF2Iono2

√

VTECIono1

VTECIono2

, (1)

where 𝐴𝐴 foF2
′

iono1
 represents the critical frequency calculated at the position of ionosonde 1 based on the values of 

the critical frequency of ionosonde 2 (𝐴𝐴 foF2Iono2 ) and the vertical total electron content values calculated at the 
positions of both ionosondes (𝐴𝐴 VTECIono1 and 𝐴𝐴 VTECIono2 ) using ionospheric 
map products. The ionospheric map evaluation is based on the root mean 
square (𝐴𝐴 RMS ) of the differences between the foF2 measured at one ionosonde 
(𝐴𝐴 foF2Iono1,i ) and the values calculated with the values of the other ionosonde 
interpolated with the ionospheric maps (𝐴𝐴 foF2

′

Iono1,i
 ):

RMS =

√

√

√

√

1

𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛
∑

𝑖𝑖=1

(

foF2
′

Iono1,i
− foF2Iono1,i

)2

, (2)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴 is the number of estimated values. The rates of improvement (RoI) 
are calculated as follows:

RoI =
(foF2Iono1 − foF2Iono2) −

(

foF2Iono1 − foF2
′

iono1

)

(foF2Iono1 − foF2Iono2)
, (3)

where 𝐴𝐴 foF2Iono2 represents the critical frequencies at the F2 layer measured 
at the second ionosonde. In this way, the RoI index indicates the variation in 
the error obtained with the ionospheric map interpolation method in compar-
ison with the simple difference between the data from both ionosondes (no 
interpolation).

For the positioning assessment, we use data from four GNSS stations from 
the Brazilian Network for Continuous Monitoring (RBMC, acronym in Portu-
guese) (IBGE,  2022), namely, APMA in Macapá-AP (0.05  N, 51.10  W), 
SAVO in Salvador-BA (11.06 S, 37.57 W), PPTE in Presidente Prudente-SP 
(21.88  S, 50.59  W) and SMAR in Santa Maria-RS (28.28  S, 52.28  W) 
(Figure 3). The software RTKLib (version 2.4.2) is used to estimate the posi-
tion of the stations, considering the single-frequency PPP in kinematic mode. 
The configuration adopted is as follows: combined solution with forward 

Figure 2. Illustration showing the origin of the data presented in the OTRG 
from the OTHR (red) and OTHG (green) maps.

Figure 3. Locations of the ionosondes and GNSS stations.
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and backward filter solutions; 10° elevation mask; Earth tide corrections; 
Saastamoinen model for the tropospheric delay calculation; precise ephemer-
ides (sp3) from IGS final products; GPS constellation; satellite antenna PVC 
(phase center variation) and PCO (Phase Center Offset) corrections; phase 
wind-up corrections; GPS Block IIA satellites in eclipse exclusion; RAIM 
(receiver autonomous integrity monitoring) and FDE (fault detection and 
exclusion) features; DCB file (P1–P2); and no ambiguity fixing. Consider-
ing the regional products, an adaptation required is to transform the regional 
maps into global grids by including null values in the regions with no cover-

age by RIMs. This is necessary because the version of RTKLib used does not recognize ionospheric map formats 
for specific regions, only global grids.

For the assessment of the ionospheric maps using GNSS stations, we assume as a reference position the mean 
values of the positions obtained for 1 week with PPP in static mode based on the ionosphere-free combination 
of double-frequency GNSS data. The remaining configuration settings are the same as those used in kinematic 
processing. The assessment is also based on the RMS values (𝐴𝐴 RMSPOS ), but in this case, the positioning error is 
considered, calculated as:

RMSPOS =

√

1

𝑛𝑛

∑𝑛𝑛

𝑖𝑖=1

(

(𝑋𝑋Pos −𝑋𝑋Sta)
2
+ (𝑌𝑌Pos − 𝑌𝑌Sta)

2
+ (𝑍𝑍Pos −𝑍𝑍Sta)

2
)

 (4)

where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴Pos, 𝑌𝑌Pos and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴Pos are the positions obtained with kinematic processing and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴Sta, 𝑌𝑌Sta and 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴Sta are the mean 
positions obtained with static processing.

As previously mentioned, a geomagnetic storm scenario is considered. The storm corresponds to 7 and 8 Septem-
ber 2017, which refers to days 250 and 251 of 2017. The entire week, referred to as days 246–252 of 2017, was 
selected to analyze the performance during quiet and active space weather. The selection of this week is also 
based on the availability of regional ionospheric maps for the Brazilian region. A further discussion of the storm 
is presented in Section 6.

In summary, the global products evaluated are UQRG, CODG, OTHG, and 
OTLG. The regional products evaluated are the INPE and OTHR. In addition 
to these two groups of products, a hybrid type of map was tested (OTRG), 
already introduced in the context of Figure  2, composed of VTEC values 
from OTHR and OTHG maps. This approach was particularly important in 
the analyses related to GNSS positioning, as will be discussed in Section 5. 
Table 2 presents all the products selected with identification and description.

4. Assessment by Means of Ionosonde Data
Figure  4 presents the RMS values of the differences between the foF2 
values measured by the ionosondes and the values estimated with the iono-
spheric maps (global, regional and hybrid), as well as the RMS values of 
the difference without any interpolation (off). The results for the follow-
ing ionosonde pairs are shown: (a) FZA0M-SAA0K; (b) CAJ2M-FZA0M; 
and (c) CAJ2M-SAA0K. In general, it is possible to verify that the results 
using the ionospheric maps presented better performance than the option 
without interpolation (off). DGFI-TUM's regional maps (OTHR) show the 
lowest errors and most regular behavior among the products analyzed. The 
global maps present a similar behavior, with better overall performance with 
CODG, followed by UQRG. The product with the worst performance was the 
regional map from INPE.

Regarding the distances of the ionosondes, the pair with the smallest distance 
(Figure 4a) shows similar errors between the interpolation method and the 
direct comparison of the values measured by the ionosondes (off). Consider-
ing larger distances, it is possible to verify a better performance when using 

Ionosonde pair Distance (km)

FZA0M_SAA0K 659.97

CAJ2M_FZA0M 2215.02

CAJ2M_SAA0K 2247.41

Table 1 
Distances of Ionosondes for Each Pair

Type Product Description

Global UQRG Rapid high-rate solution (UPC), with spatial 
resolution of 2.5° × 5°, in latitude and 
longitude, and temporal resolution of 15 min

CODG Final solution (CODE), with spatial resolution 
of 2.5° × 5°, in latitude and longitude, and 
temporal resolution of 01 hr

OTHG Final solution (DGFI-TUM), with spatial 
resolution of 2.5° × 5°, in latitude and 
longitude, and temporal resolution of 10 min

OTLG Final solution (DGFI-TUM), with spatial 
resolution of 2.5° × 5°, in latitude and 
longitude, and temporal resolution of 10 min

Regional INPE Final solution (INPE), with spatial resolution 
of 2° × 2.5°, in latitude and longitude, and 
temporal resolution of 10 min

OTHR Final solution (DGFI-TUM), with spatial 
resolution of 1° × 1°, in latitude and 
longitude, and temporal resolution of 10 min

Hybrid OTRG Product derived from OTHG and OTHR (DGFI-
TUM), with spatial resolution of 1° × 1°, 
in latitude and longitude, and temporal 
resolution of 10 min

Table 2 
Ionospheric Maps Assessed
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the interpolation with ionospheric maps compared to the simple difference of the data measured by the iono-
sondes (off). The performance observed is compatible with the results presented in Jerez et al. (2020).

Table 3 presents the average RMS values of the foF2 differences for each pair of ionosondes. It is possible to verify 
that, in addition to presenting the most discrepant values, the average errors obtained with the INPE product for 
the pair with closest ionosondes are larger than the simple difference between the values measured by the pair of 
ionosondes (off). The products with the best performance considering the three pairs are OTHR and, consequently, 
OTRG, since the grid edges did not affect the ionosonde evaluation, that is, the VTEC values inside the Brazilian 
region observed by OTRG are obtained from the OTHR product. The analysis considering the mean biases (Table 4) 
leads to the same conclusions as using the mean RMS, the only exception is for the pair with the closest ionosondes, 
where the highest error is obtained with OTLG. For this ionosonde pair, INPE and OTLG present the highest errors 
for both analyses, using bias and RMS values. Considering NmF2 values, the same behavior is observed when using 
mean bias and RMS values. The products with the best results are OTHR and OTRG, while INPE presents the  

Figure 4. Daily RMS differences of foF2 (MHz) with ionosonde pairs: (a) FZA0M and SAA0K; (b) CAJ2M and FZA0M; (c) 
CAJ2M and SAA0K.

Mean foF2 RMS difference (MHz)

Ionosondes Distance (km) UQRG CODG OTHG OTLG INPE OTHR OTRG Off

FZA0M_SAA0K 660 1.0234 1.0233 1.0796 1.1151 1.1239 0.9360 0.9360 1.0711

CAJ2M_FZA0M 2215 1.5646 1.3859 1.7976 1.6787 2.2296 1.1778 1.1778 2.4886

CAJ2M_SAA0K 2247 1.6405 1.4206 1.7576 1.7195 2.2112 1.1224 1.1224 2.6459

Table 3 
RMS Averages of the Differences in foF2 Values Measured by Ionosondes and Estimated With the Aid of Ionospheric Maps 
and the Simple Difference of the Two Ionosphere Values (off)
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worst performances. It is found that approximately 70% of RMS is attributed to the bias difference, which indi-
cates that the difference of foF2 between the different location is not random but a bias mostly.

Table 5 presents the rates of improvement of the values obtained with the maps in comparison to the simple 
difference of the values measured with the ionosondes (off mode). The products with the highest improvement 
rates are the same that had the lowest errors, reaching an RoI of up to 57%. In general, INPE showed the lowest 
improvement rates for the three pairs analyzed. Only three products led to negative rates of improvement, 
which means worsening, considering the pair of ionosondes with the smaller distance apart (OTHG, OTLG 
and INPE).

5. Assessment by Means of GNSS Positioning
Figure 5 presents the 1-week mean 3D error obtained in GNSS positioning with the seven ionospheric maps 
selected for stations: (a) APMA; (b) SAVO; (c) PPTE; and (d) SMAR. In general, it is possible to verify that the 
results with the PPTE station (Figure 5c) presented the highest variability throughout the day. PPTE is in a region 
affected by the south equatorial anomaly peak, resulting from the fountain effect, so a more variable behavior of 
the errors obtained at this station is expected (Muella et al., 2011; Takahashi et al., 2014). The larger positioning 
errors are not essentially caused by the EIA itself, but are contributed from the ionospheric irregularities, that is, 
equatorial plasma bubbles (EPBs). These ionospheric irregularities could induce large-scale signal fading and 
scintillation of the GNSS signals, thus cause the positioning errors. The scintillation intensity usually depends 
on the background electron density, which is higher over the EIA region (Abadi et al., 2014). So the intensity of 
the scintillations and signal fading due to EPBs is usually larger over the EIA region (de Paula et al., 2003; Sun 
et al., 2022). For all stations, high errors obtained with the INPE product can be verified. A high error obtained 
with the DGFI-TUM's regional product (OTHR) is also observed. Except for the PPTE station, the high values 
obtained with this product stand out. However, as previously mentioned, the OTHR product corresponds only 
to the Brazilian region, so except for the PPTE station, the other stations are in regions closer to the borders of 
the regional maps (Figure 1b). For the PPTE results (Figure 5c), all products present results with similar behav-
ior. The improvement in the performance of OTHR with the inclusion of global information (corresponding to 
OTRG) is clear, as can be verified with the results obtained, for instance, with SMAR station (Figure 5d). Consid-
ering SMAR, except for the results from OTHR, the errors obtained with the other six products are smaller and 
more regular.

Table  6 presents the mean values of the 3D error obtained in the positioning for each station and product 
used. The good performance that can be observed for OTHR by comparing with the ionosonde data cannot 
be verified in the positioning, especially for the SMAR station, located in the south of the country, where this 
product presented the worst performance. Even though, the INPE product presents the worst performance  

Mean foF2 differences (MHz)

Ionosondes Distance (km) UQRG CODG OTHG OTLG INPE OTHR OTRG Off

FZA0M_SAA0K 660 0.7003 0.6931 0.7517 0.7702 0.7616 0.6125 0.6125 0.7481

CAJ2M_FZA0M 2215 1.2634 1.1224 1.4673 1.3574 1.6974 0.9479 0.9479 1.9319

CAJ2M_SAA0K 2247 1.3010 1.1695 1.4506 1.3961 1.7489 0.9113 0.9113 2.0918

Table 4 
Mean Differences in foF2 Values Measured by Ionosondes and Estimated With the Aid of Ionospheric Maps and the Simple 
Difference of the Two Ionosphere Values (off)

Ionosonde pairs Distance (km) UQRG (%) CODG (%) OTHG (%) OTLG (%) INPE (%) OTHR (%) OTRG (%)

FZA0M_SAA0K 660 4,45 4,46 −0,79 −4,11 −4,93 12,61 12,61

CAJ2M_FZA0M 2215 37,13 44,31 27,77 32,54 10,41 52,67 52,67

CAJ2M_SAA0K 2247 38,00 46,31 33,57 35,01 16,43 57,58 57,58

Table 5 
Rates of Improvement of RMS Differences foF2 Values Measured by Ionosondes and Estimated With Ionospheric Maps
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Figure 5. PPP mean 3D error with GNSS stations: (a) APMA; (b) SAVO; (c) PPTE; (d) SMAR.

Mean 3D error (m)

Ionosondes UQRG CODG OTHG OTLG INPE OTHR OTRG

APMA 0.9343 0.7589 0.8083 0.7571 1.1081 0.8675 0.9179

SAVO 0.8502 0.7451 0.8507 0.8266 1.3055 0.7659 0.7360

PPTE 1.1331 1.1214 1.0524 1.1031 1.4143 1.0014 0.9805

SMAR 0.8445 0.5711 0.5446 0.5365 0.6904 1.8048 0.5407

Table 6 
Mean 3D Error Values in Positioning for Each Station and Product Used
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at the other three stations considered. The OTRG product has the best performance at three of the stations used. 
Only for the APMA station does the OTLG product have the lowest average error.

To complement this analysis, we also present an hourly visualization of the results. Figures 6 and 7 show the 
mean errors without considering the daily values to avoid the attenuation of hourly variabilities. Figure 6 refers 
to APMA (a) and SAVO (b), and Figure 7 shows the results from PPTE (a) and SMAR (b). Errors obtained in the 
GNSS positioning are presented for each epoch in each day of the week analyzed. With these results, it is possible 

Figure 6. PPP 3D error (m) with stations: (a) APMA; (b) SAVO.
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to identify patterns of behavior that show consistency mainly among the global products (CODG, OTHG, and 
OTLG), with the increase in errors in similar periods. It can also be verified that the INPE product presented 
noisier results than the other maps for most of the cases. It is also possible to observe cases such as day 248 of 
SAVO station, which may have had issues with the data collection between 15 and 20 hr UT, since all products 
showed higher errors in the corresponding period. There is also clear agreement between the regional (OTHR) 
and hybrid (OTRG) DGFI-TUM products, apart from the SMAR station, which is in the south of the country and 
in the edge area of the regional maps. As mentioned, the regional products show the most discrepant results only 
for this station. It is worth mentioning that among the products used, INPE is the only one that does not provide 

Figure 7. PPP 3D error (m) with stations: (a) PPTE; (b) SMAR.
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RMS values included in the VTEC maps. Although it is not the only influencing factor, this could be one of the 
causes of the degradation in the positioning performance.

6. Impact of Geomagnetic Storms on GIMs and RIMs
As previously mentioned, a geomagnetic storm scenario was selected for the analysis. The storm occurred on 7 
and 8 September 2017, which refers to days 250 and 251 of 2017, respectively. Two pronounced minima of the 
Dst index were observed in this storm with two successive 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 southward incursions. The first occurred at 2 UT, 
with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 = −142  nT, and the second occurred at 15 UT, with 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝑧𝑧 = −122  nT, both on September 8. As discussed by 
Blagoveshchensky and Sergeeva (2019), the storm continuously moved the ionospheric disturbances from higher 
to lower latitudes after its initialization. At lower latitudes, de Paula et al. (2019) verified strong intensifications 
in the vertical plasma drift due to a prompt penetration of eastward electric fields in the beginning of September 
8, referred to as the storm main phase. On the other hand, in the recovery phase related to the night of September 
8, the ionosphere is inhibited due to the disturbance dynamo electric field lines with westward polarity.

Figure 8 presents the VTEC values for days 250, 25, and 252 at 14:00, 14:30, and 15:00 UT (11:00, 11:30 and 
12:00 Brazilian local time) considering the UQRG, CODG, OTRG, and INPE maps. These instances correspond 
to the main phase of the storm, and they were also selected because they correspond to the VTEC maps that have 
shown larger variations. All maps were capable of reproducing VTEC enhancements during the main storm phase 
when comparing day 251 with 250. INPE presents the smallest differences among the maps, but even though 
higher values can be verified on day 251 compared to day 250. A significant decrease in the VTEC intensity is 
shown at day 252, which refers to the storm recovery phase. This depression of TEC is visible in the UQRG, 
CODG, OTRG, and INPE maps. The regional OTRG maps are very similar to the global UQRG maps, so no clear 
gain has been observed in using regional maps in this analysis.

Figure 9a presents the Dst index for days 250, 251, and 252 together with the corresponding PPP mean 3D error 
for stations APMA (b) and SAVO (c) using UQRG, CODG, and OTRG maps. The APMA station, located in a 
region closer to the geomagnetic equator, does not present significant differences in the PPP error. The SAVO 
station, closer to the equatorial anomaly crest, presents higher errors for positioning at day 251, especially in the 
main phase of the second Dst minima (near 14 UT). This means that the equatorial anomaly crests were the most 
complex region to reproduce with the maps, providing consequent lower PPP performance. Likely, this occurs 
because the EIA on the day of 251 expanded to higher latitudes. This could be caused by the eastward electric 
field enhancement. The dawn-to-dusk convection electric field at high latitudes, which is direction, could pene-
trate the equatorial region. The maximum 3D error on day 250 occurred close to 14 UT in SAVO with an error 
of approximately 3 m for UQRG. On the other hand, the corresponding error peak on day 251 was approximately 
5 m in the UQRG maps. At the same time, the OTRG performance has increased from below 2 m (250) to almost 
5 m (251), which represents a great impact of the storm on the regional product. This peak is coincident with 
the beginning of a second storm observed on day 251, evidenced by indexes such as AE and an equatorial ioni-
zation anomaly (EIA) weakening caused by a storm-induced westward zonal electric field, as presented by de 
Paula et al. (2019). The best performing map was CODG, which showed timid worseness during the storm main 
phase of the second Dst minima, leading to the conclusion that smooth VTEC products were less impacted in the 
considered experiments.

7. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we aimed to assess global and regional ionospheric maps considering the Brazilian region during 
a week with geomagnetic storms. The assessment was performed in two ways: by means of ionosonde data and 
with GNSS positioning. We assessed seven products, including global (UQRG, CODG, OTHG, and OTLG), 
regional (INPE and OTHR) and hybrid (OTRG) maps. Considering the assessment based on ionosonde data, the 
regional product OTHR presented the best performance for the three pairs of ionosondes considered. In general, 
INPE presented the worst performance. Considering the pair of ionosondes with the smallest distance, the mean 
errors obtained with INPE were higher than the simple difference between the values measured at the ionosondes, 
without any interpolation. With the GNSS positioning approach, only the PPTE station was not in a border area 
in OTHR and presented similarity with the other products. At the other three stations, the influence of the loca-
tion in border areas is clear, with higher errors at the positioning. In general, among the global products, CODG 
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presented the smallest errors, while for the regional products, OTHR led to the best results. Considering all the 
maps, the hybrid product, OTRG, presents the best positioning performance, while the regional map from INPE 
presents the worst performance. Only in the specific analysis of the selected geomagnetic storm was no clear 
benefits observed in using the OTRG regional products. Indeed, CODG presented the best results in the PPP 
during the main storm phase. However, in all products, a worse performance was observed during the storm main 
phase reflected by a second Dst minima.

Figure 8. VTEC values for days 250 (top), 251 (center) and 252 (bottom) for UT times 14 hr (left), 14.5 hr (middle) and 15 hr (right) considering products: (a) UQRG; 
(b) CODG; (c) OTRG; and (d) INPE.
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Data Availability Statement
Data from INPE Brazilian ionosondes can be found at www2.inpe.br/climaespacial/SpaceWeatherDataShare 
(registration required), data from GNSS stations from RBMC were obtained at www.ibge.gov.br/geociencias/
informacoes-sobre-posicionamento-geodesico/rede-geodesica/16258-rede-brasileira-de-monitoramento-con-
tinuo-dos-sistemas-gnss-rbmc (no registration required), CDDIS global ionospheric maps are available at 
urs.earthdata.nasa.gov/oauth (registration required) and Brazilian regional ionospheric maps are available at 
www2.inpe.br/climaespacial/portal/tec-map-inicio (registration required).
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